Several recent publications illustrated advantages of using sequence profiles in recognizing distant homologies between proteins. At the same time, the practical usefulness of distant homology recognition depends not only on the sensitivity of the algorithm, but also on the quality of the alignment between a prediction target and the template from the database of known proteins. Here, we study this question for several supersensitive protein algorithms that were previously compared in their recognition sensitivity~Rychlewski et al., 2000!. A database of protein pairs with similar structures, but low sequence similarity is used to rate the alignments obtained with several different methods, which included sequence-sequence, sequence-profile, and profile-profile alignment methods. We show that incorporation of evolutionary information encoded in sequence profiles into alignment calculation methods significantly increases the alignment accuracy, bringing them closer to the alignments obtained from structure comparison.
The analysis of known protein structures enables us to formulate many empirical rules of protein folding that can be used in protein structure prediction. The first and most important rule is that proteins with similar sequences fold to similar structures. The whole field of homology modeling is based on this observation. In a typical modeling procedure, a known structure is used as a template and the new structure is built around it, introducing minimal changes so that the new sequence can be accommodated without violating excluded volume and other constraints.
Many successful applications of homology modeling have been reported in the literature~Svensson et al., 1990; Sanchez & Sali, 1998! and several recent reviews are available~Rost & Sander, 1996; Burley et al., 1999; Moult, 1999!. To start the modeling process, we have to identify the template and define an alignment, i.e., a set of residue-by-residue equivalencies between the template and target sequences. This is the single most crucial step in a modeling process. Any errors at this stage are usually impossible to correct later and lead to significant errors in the models~Sali et al., 1995!.
If the target and the template proteins are closely related, there is no problem both with the template identification and creation of the alignment. Well-developed tools of protein sequence analysis can be used for these purposes. However, the problem gets increasingly difficult, as the sequence homology between the target and possible template protein becomes more distant and sequence similarity gets weaker. Sequence alignments become unstable with sequence similarity lower than 40% of identical residues and their quality suddenly drops as the sequence similarity enters the "twilight zone" of below 25% of identical residues~Vogt et al., 1995!. This is the most important reason why the quality of models gets worse with decreasing sequence similarity. In general, we can expect that the errors in the alignments may include both shifts of the two sequences in respect to each other, as well as extending the alignment beyond~or truncating it short of ! the region of actual Reprint requests to: Adam Godzik, The Burnham Institute, 10901 North Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla, California 92037; e-mail: adam@burnham-inst.org.
Abbreviations: COV~%!, "coverage," e.g., percent of the target sequence that is "covered" with the alignment; GAPS, number of gaps in the alignment; SF0~%!, percent of the structural alignment correctly reproduced by a given alignment; RMSD, root-mean-square deviation of the target and the template calculated according to the alignment; CMO, contact map overlap of the target and the template calculated according to the alignment; HSP, high scoring segment pair, a continuous fragment of the alignment identified by the BLAST algorithm. similarity between the two proteins. There are other problems facing comparative modeling, such as structural differences between homologous proteins that accumulate with sequence divergence or modeling parts of the structure that do not have corresponding elements in the template structure. However, these latter problems are outside the scope of this paper.
With the flood of sequences available from genomic projects, the importance of the sensitive methods of recognizing distant homologies increased. Such methods remain the main source of annotations for newly sequenced genes. Several new methods, such as Hidden Markov Models~Eddy, 1998; Hargbo & Elofsson, 1999; Karplus et al., 1999; Bateman et al., 2000 ! or various flavors of threading~Domingues et al., 1999 Jones, 1999; Panchenko et al., 1999 ! were introduced in recent years, greatly increasing the range of applications of distant homology recognition. One of the most popular of the recent programs is PSI-BLAST, the position specific iterative BLAST~Altschul et al., 1997!. Its application led to the discovery of many hitherto unsuspected relations between proteins, adding to our understanding of many important biological processes~Aravind & Koonin, 1999!. Our group has been developing both threading~Jaroszewski et al., 1998! and sequence based fold recognition algorithms~Rychlewski et al., 2000!, applying both to large scale, automated genome fold and function predictions~Rychlewski et al., 1999!.
There is no doubt that the new algorithms greatly increased the range of application of distant homology recognition into what is often called "the twilight zone" of previously undetectable sequence similarities~Murzin, 1999!. However, the question of the quality of alignment obtained with the new methods was rarely addressed. In fact, a lot of anecdotal evidence suggested that the new, supersensitive algorithms often give distorted view of the similarity between the prediction target and its better characterized homologue. At the same time, successful application of protein homology modeling critically depends on the quality of alignments between protein structures used as templates and proteins for which structure is being modeled. Therefore, in this contribution, we study the question of alignment accuracy for two of the distant homology recognition programs, the popular PSI-BLAST algorithm, as implemented at the NCBI-NIH WEB server and the FFAS algorithm, developed in our group.
In a recent paper, we have demonstrated that the FFAS profileprofile matching algorithm, if used as a fold recognition tool, is more sensitive than the popular sequence-profile matching PSI-Blast algorithm~Rychlewski et al., 2000!. In this study, we compared the accuracy of FFAS alignments and the alignments calculated with PSI-BLAST. For comparison, several other mutation matrix based alignment algorithms in several versions sequence-sequence, profile-sequence or profile-profile! were also included in the analysis.
To objectively measure the alignment accuracy, one must exclude the effect of the alignment length. The most commonly used measure of structure similarity, the RMSD of equivalent atoms upon optimal alignment, strongly depends on the alignment length, with shorter alignments having smaller RMSDs~Hubbard, 1999; Jones & Kleywegt, 1999 !. Other measures may have opposite behavior, for instance the contact map overlap~CMO! values are usually higher~better! for longer alignments. Since different methods systematically give alignments of various lengths to allow the unbiased evaluation of the differences of the alignment accuracy between various methods, we modified various alignment algorithms to yield exactly the same average alignment length. Ideally, for each pair of proteins alignments produced by different methods should be of the same length. However, even small changes of parameters~gap penalties and mutation matrix zero level! cause rapid, discontinuous changes of the alignment length. Therefore, it is impossible to "tune up" the length of the individual alignment. However, it is possible to "tune up" the average length for the set of the alignments. For instance, the previously developed FFAS algorithm was modified to give the alignments of the same average length as PSI-BLAST~this version was called FFAS-R!.
We also attempted to separate the effect of using various alignment algorithms~dynamic programming vs. HSP extension! from the effect of using various types of sequence information~se-quence vs. profile!. Thus, in addition to previously described methods~PSI-BLAST and FFAS!, we used the dynamic programming alignment algorithm in three versions where the profiles or sequences are used in various combinations.
The average values of alignment accuracy calculated over large benchmarks show general trends and are very useful for comparing different alignment protocols. However, as can be seen in Figures 1 and 2, the accuracy of specific alignments produced by all methods is widely distributed ranging from satisfactory to completely wrong. Therefore, recognizing correct and incorrect alignments from various methods is necessary to develop alignments and subsequently models! of uniformly good quality. This problem is also addressed here.
In the following section, we present the results of the evaluation of the alignments calculated with FFAS, PSI-BLAST, and simple mutation matrix based method and address the question of how to recognize accurate alignments or parts thereof. Next, we present examples of the models based on FFAS alignments and compare them with the models obtained using PSI-BLAST alignments. In Materials and methods, we describe the alignment evaluation benchmark, different measures of alignment accuracy, and alignment protocols evaluated in this contribution. In the Discussion, we describe the most important factors influencing the alignment accuracy and discuss possible improvements of alignment calculation protocols. 
Results

The overview of FFAS, PSI-BL AST, and mutation matrix alignments
The average values of accuracy measures of the alignments calculated with different methods are presented in Table 1 . The parameters of structural alignments calculated with CE algorithm Shindyalov & Bourne, 1998 ! are also shown in Table 1 as the reference. As can be seen, there are significant differences in the average length of the alignments calculated with different methods. These differences make the exact and objective comparison very difficult, because, as we mentioned earlier, the measures of alignment accuracy strongly depend on the alignment length. However, some general observations can be made.
In the low sequence similarity region that we explored, sequence and profile alignments are significantly less accurate than structural alignments. Structural alignments obtained with the CE algorithm cover on the average 66% of the target sequence. Despite that their average RMSD is lower than all types of sequence based alignments, including alignments that are shorter, such as PSI-BLAST alignments. At the same time, CE structural alignments surpass sequence alignments~even longer ones! also in terms of CMO, which is usually not true for alignments that are entirely based on RMSD optimization~Godzik, 1996!. This suggests that the CE algorithm is a good compromise between global and local similarity, by correctly reproducing interresidue contacts and at the same time keeping reasonable RMSD value.
Two problematic features of CE structural alignments are the large average number of gaps and the relative small part of proteins that is covered with the alignment. The first feature suggests that the alignments are built from rather short fragments. In sequence based alignments, it is possible to lower gap penalties to allow more gaps, but this causes significant drop of accuracy as indicated with average RMSD and CMO values~data not shown!. Apparently, the sequence or profile similarity scoring require longer fragments to correctly recognize their similarity. If we treat structural alignments as a "standard of truth," it may suggest that with increasing divergence the alignment becomes very fragmented and this causes problems for dynamic programming based sequence alignments with linear gap penalties. The second problem is that on average, only 66% of the shorter protein in the pair being compared is covered by the alignment. The quality of the alignment is a function of its length and the decision on where to stop the alignment is quite arbitrary. However, the visual inspection of most of the aligned pairs suggests that the alignment could be extended without significant loss in accuracy.
Standard local sequence-sequence alignments calculated using gonnet_p mutation matrix with optimal parameters suggested in Vogt et al.~1995!~see Materials and methods! result in the longest alignments from all methods evaluated in this analysis. On average, they cover 90% of the target. Their average SF0 and CMO values are lower than average SF0 and CMO of FFAS alignments, despite smaller average length of the latter.
FFAS alignments are longer than CE~structural! and PSI-BLAST alignments, covering on the average 84% of the target. They have higher average SF0 and CMO values, but their average RMSD value is worse than PSI-BLAST alignments. Since such differences could be partly explained by their length differences, we counted the target-template pairs where alignments prepared with one method surpass alignments prepared with another method both in terms of RMSD and CMO. The FFAS alignments are univocally better in 56 of 190 benchmark pairs, while the reverse is true for 17 pairs. For the remaining targets PSI-BLAST alignment has better RMSD and FFAS alignment has better CMO, which might be connected to the significant length difference.
To allow the unbiased comparison of both methods, a variant of the FFAS method~FFAS-R! was developed to yield the same average alignment length as PSI-BLAST. As discussed in Materials and methods, this can be achieved by changing the average value of the mutation matrix. As shown in Table 1 , this algorithm surpasses PSI-BLAST in all measures of alignment quality~SF0, RMSD, and CMO!. There are several possible reasons of such a difference and this is further examined in the next paragraph and analyzed in Discussion.
The importance of the evolutionary data for alignment calculation methods
In the above subsection, we compared some standard and easily available alignment methods and the profile-profile alignment method FFAS. The latter was shown to be the most accurate alignment method from the group compared here. However, the evaluated methods differ in many aspects, including the details of scoring and alignment building. For example, FFAS and the sequence-sequence method directly use dynamic programming for alignment calculation and PSI-BLAST alignment is based on the search for high scoring segment pairs that are later connected Altschul et al., 1997!. It is not clear what features are actually responsible for the improvement in alignment quality. To directly assess the importance of evolutionary information for alignment accuracy, we introduce an "intermediate" algorithm that uses the same alignment algorithm~local-local dynamic programming! as the FFAS method, but uses sequence-profile scoring, such as PSI-BLAST. The sequence-sequence alignment method was modified to keep the average alignment length to be similar to that of PSI-BLAST and FFAS-R. As seen in Table 2 , the incorporation of the evolutionary information in the alignment calculation leads to the gradual increase of the alignment accuracy. Profile-profile alignments are more accurate than profile-sequence alignments, which are better than sequence-sequence alignments. As expected, the profile-sequence alignment method yields slightly more accurate alignments than PSI-BLAST~compare Tables 1 and 3!, which indicates that direct use of dynamic programming is more accurate than the PSI-BLAST heuristic based on HSPs~see Discussion for more comments!.
How to distinguish the correct and incorrect alignments
The alignments having statistically significant scores were evaluated separately~see Table 3 ! from alignments with scores falling into the distribution of random scores. It is clear that alignment score significance allows quite reliable assessment of alignment accuracy without knowing the target structure. The average values of alignment accuracy for the alignments having significant scores are much better than the average values~see Table 1 !. However, does that help when one asks the question, "How confident we may be about the quality of a given alignment?" To address this question, we divide the alignments into two broad classes:~1! The alignments with CMO Ͼ 20%~labeled as accurate!;~2! the alignments with CMO Ͻ 20%~labeled as inaccurate!.
The pairs for which the structural alignment has a CMO value of Ͻ20% were excluded from this classification as their structural similarity may be undetectable by the CMO value. We decided to use the CMO value as the criterion of the alignment correctness because as we mentioned earlier, large RMSD value is not always an indicator of erroneous alignment. The threshold of 20% of correctly reproduced contacts is two times the values obtained when aligning randomly selected protein structures with no structural similarity~data not shown!. The alignment that reproduces more that 20% contacts always indicates significant structural similarity.
The distribution of statistically significant and random alignments into these two groups is shown in Table 4 . As one can see, the statistical significance of the alignment score is a good indicator of alignment accuracy. The FFAS alignment with a statistically significant score has about a 2% chance to be incorrect. Despite quite coarse classification of the alignment accuracy~e.g., two distinct classes! and simple significance criterion, the results show that we are able to differentiate between correct and incorrect alignments, at least in the statistical sense.
Another possible alignment reliability criterion is its stability between various methods. We attempted to apply this criterion by identifying identical part in FFAS and PSI-BLAST alignments as described in Materials and methods. The results of the evaluation a The parameters of sequence-sequence and profile-sequence matching algorithm were tuned up to yield the same average alignment length as PSI-BLAST and FFAS-R methods. a The percent of accurate and inaccurate alignments is given for all the alignments, the alignments with statistically significant score and the alignments with insignificant score. of these "common parts" are shown in Table 1 labeled " PSI-BLAST പ FFAS." The average values of the accuracy measures indicate that the parts of the alignments identical in PSI-BLAST and FFAS alignments are much more accurate than either PSI-BLAST or FFAS alignments. We note that for 51 target-template pairs the common part of the alignments is empty-these tend to be the worst quality alignments. These pairs are naturally not included in the calculation of average accuracy measures and for these two reasons the average coverage of the PSI-BLAST പ FFAS is better than the coverage of the PSI-BLAST alignments themselves.
The examples of the models based on the alignments
The most important application of the alignments is in homology modeling. The alignment calculation is a crucial step in the modeling process, any errors at this stage are usually impossible to correct and lead to errors in the models~Sali et al., 1995!. On the other hand, it was shown that the errors in the alignment can be detected by the evaluation of the resulting model~Pawlowski et al., 1997!. The typical examples of the models based on the PSI-BLAST and FFAS alignments are shown in Figures 3A and 3B . Target structures are also shown for comparison. The models 3A and 3B represent typical cases, when PSI-BLAST alignment is obviously too short and FFAS alignments reflect the real targettemplate similarity and allow construction of the complete model. The model 3C is more interesting. It was deliberately selected in such a way that both FFAS and PSI-BLAST alignments are of identical lengths and PSI-BLAST alignment is more accurate than FFAS alignment. More precisely, there are some shifts in the central part of FFAS alignment. PSI-BLAST and FFAS alignment have RMSDs of 2.0 and 3.3 Å, respectively, and CMOs of 78 and 66%, respectively. The resulting models are similar but, as expected, the central part of the model based on the FFAS alignment is partly distorted. Both models were evaluated with the structure evaluation option of MatchMaker threading program~Godzik et al., 1992! included in Sybyl package~1998!. The average energy per residue of the model based on PSI-BLAST alignment is equal to Ϫ0.24 kT, which is two times lower than Ϫ0.12 kT obtained for the model based on the FFAS alignment. MatchMaker residue-byresidue energy profile of the model based on FFAS alignment contains the region of positive values matching the erroneous portion of the alignment. The same models were also evaluated with Verify3D Structure Evaluation Server~Eisenberg et al., 1997! available at UCLA-DOE Laboratory of Structural Biology and Molecular Medicine. These results also clearly indicated better quality of the model based on PSI-BLAST alignment. This example shows that the better model can be identified by the energy criterion. Extensive analysis of various energy based criteria to recognize correct alignments will be a subject of a separate publication.
Discussion
It is known that the incorporation of evolutionary information encoded in sequence profiles improves the sensitivity of detection of distant homologies~Park et al., 1998; Karplus et al., 1999; Rychlewski et al., 2000 !. We have shown that the same is true for alignment accuracy. From a practical viewpoint, this means that the FFAS profile-profile matching algorithm developed in our group surpasses the popular PSI-BLAST algorithm in unbiased comparison of alignment accuracy. This is what we expected since FFAS is a natural extension of PSI-BLAST method and it should be more sensitive and accurate. The PSI-BLAST algorithm was not optimized for alignment accuracy. The authors of this most popular and most effective sequence similarity search method had to sacrifice the alignment accuracy for speed to some extent, which is the fundamental parameter when performing searches in large sequence databases. The PSI-BLAST alignments are calculated with a heuristic algorithm that first looks for high scoring segment pairs, which are then extended and connected~Altschul et al., 1990, 1997!. This heuristics is very efficient but does not guarantee that the alignment is optimal and may not detect regions with weak similarities that are below thresholds for HSPs recognitioñ Altschul et al., 1997!. On the contrary, FFAS uses Smith-Waterman dynamic programming routine, which gives the optimal alignment for given scoring matrix and gap penalties.
We have shown that the greater length of FFAS alignments as compared to the PSI-BLAST alignments is in most cases reasonable. FFAS-R is the only method that surpasses PSI-BLAST in all alignment accuracy criteria but it is hard to argue that it is better than FFAS. The alignments produced with FFAS method surpass PSI-BLAST and FFAS-R alignments in CMO and have better agreement with structural alignment. We have shown that higher RMSD value does not necessarily mean that the alignment does not reflect structural similarity~see Fig. 4 !. Higher RMSD values of FFAS alignments are the mere effect of their greater length.
To answer the general question about the importance of evolutionary information for alignment accuracy, we constructed three alignment methods yielding the alignments of the same average length and differing only in the level of evolutionary information used for the calculation of the alignment. The results of this test show that the profile-profile alignments are more accurate than profile-sequence alignments, which in turn surpass sequencesequence alignments. The alignment accuracies of protein pairs with low sequence similarity are widely distributed~see Figs. 1, 2!, which indicates the importance of methods allowing differentiation between accurate and erroneous alignment without referring to the target structure. Two such methods were described here.
The alignment score is the most obvious measure of the similarity of two sequences. Its significance can be assessed when compared with the distribution of the alignment scores in the database. This corresponds to the fold recognition task. It is natural to expect that the target sequence that can be recognized as being similar to the template is more likely to be accurately aligned than the sequence that is not recognized in the fold recognition test. Our tests showed that this is exactly the case-the alignments with statistically significant scores are much more accurate than the average. However, this could not be used as the only criterion for alignment accuracy. Occasionally, the high significance alignments can be wrong~or other methods may result in better alignments!. Also, for some reason we may want to align protein pairs that do not result in significant score, for instance where there is a strong biochemical evidence that the two proteins are homologous. In such cases, we may need an independent evaluation of alignment accuracy.
The second method connects the alignment accuracy with its stability. The connection between alignment accuracy and stability was widely explored. In the most elegant approach, the alignment stability is assessed by calculation of suboptimal alignments that enables calculation of the reliability index for each pair of aligned Profile-profile alignments residues. This method was applied for dynamic programming alignment protocol~Zuker, 1991; Mevissen & Vingron, 1996! and for hidden Markov model algorithm~Yu & Smith, 1999!. We tested a simplified version of such an approach. We assessed the alignment simply by comparing the alignments calculated with two methods. The alignments calculated with FFAS were compared position-byposition with the alignments obtained from PSI-BLAST. The parts where both alignments are identical were evaluated. We note that there are as many as 51 pairs where the common part of the PSI-BLAST and FFAS alignments was empty. The "common parts" of the alignments are much more accurate than PSI-BLAST or FFAS alignments. The simple test when one calculates the alignment with two methods and compares them allows the detection of most accurate alignment segments. This simple test proves that the connection between alignment stability and accuracy is valid for profile alignments. We also plan the application of more precise alignment local reliability calculation methods for profile-profile alignments. Fig. 3 . The models based on the PSI-BLAST alignments~on the left! vs. models based on FFAS~in the middle! alignments target-template pairs;~A! 3sdhA Ϫ 1flp_,~B! 2fx2_ Ϫ 1qrdA,~C! 1sriA Ϫ 1aviA!. The correct structures~the targets! are shown on the right. 3sdh is hemoglobin I from Scapharca inaequivalvis, 1flp is hemoglobin I form Lucina pectinata, 2fx2 is flavodoxin from Desulfovibrio vulgaris, 1qrdA is quinone-reductase chain A from rat, 1sriA is streptavidin chain A from Streptomyces avidinii, 2aviA is avidin from hen.
Finally, it is possible to perform an extensive post-alignment analysis of models built on different alignments. In principle, this approach may provide more accurate models than relying on any single alignment method. Indeed, this approach was shown to be successful in the case of simple sequence-sequence alignments using different mutation matrices~Pawlowski et al., 1997!, and in this work it was illustrated on one example for various profileprofile alignment methods. A large comprehensive test of such an approach for profile-profile alignments will be a subject of a separate paper.
Materials and methods
The alignment evaluation benchmark
The alignment evaluation benchmark consists of pairs of proteins with similar structures and relatively low sequence similarity. Such pairs are used in the experiment: how accurately could we predict the structure of the first protein using the second protein as the template. Such benchmarks can be used to evaluate various alignment building protocols and homology modeling algorithms.
There are many methods of detecting similarities of protein structures. The methods like CE~Shindyalov & Bourne, 1998 !, VAST~Gibrat et al., 1996 !, or DALI0FSSP~Holm & Sander, 1998 ! are automated. The protein universe can also be organized in the "family tree" based on the hierarchy of functional and structural similarities. Such hierarchical databases, such as SCOP~Murzin et al., 1995 ! or CATH~Orengo et al., 1997 !, are usually constructed by human inspection of protein structures and features.
When the sequence similarity between two proteins is higher than 40%, the alignment calculated with sequence-sequence matching protocol is usually stable and reliable. We are particularly interested in "problematic" cases, hence the benchmark of protein pairs was constructed of protein pairs with less than 40% sequence identity.
In the alignment evaluation benchmark, we used a list of protein pairs selected from the SCOP~Murzin et al., 1995! database clustered at 40% of sequence identity PDB40D-J~Park et al., 1998!. The benchmark pairs represent different levels of similarity~fold, superfamily, family!. In the SCOP classification, the proteins are divided into domains. We selected target-template pairs sharing a similar domain as identified by SCOP but we used the entire sequences as targets and templates. This way, our benchmark is closer to the real life situation where domain boundaries are often not known. A sensitive alignment algorithm is expected to recognize and align only the similar domains. To avoid biasing our results by more popular folds, we selected only one pair to represent each fold type at a given level of similarity. The list of 190 benchmark pairs is available from our WWW server bioinformatics. burnham-inst.org0benchmarks.
The measures of alignment accuracy
For proteins with known structure, we can evaluate the sequence alignment by testing how well it describes the similarity between structures of both proteins. Because this comparison is free of any assumptions concerning the evolutionary process, structure comparisons are often used as the ultimate "standard of truth" in the evaluation of sequence alignments. For instance, the quality of sequence alignments in Vogt et al.~1995! was calculated by comparing the number of identical pairs in both sequence and structural alignments.
There is, however, a serious problem in using structural alignments as the "standard of truth." There are many measures of protein structure similarity, which in general would produce different structural alignments~Godzik et al., 1993; Godzik, 1996!. For weakly similar proteins, this difference becomes so big that various structural alignments can differ at all positions, and several different alignments can have a comparable similarity score~Godzik et al., 1993; Godzik, 1996 !. Therefore, to evaluate an alignment, in this work, we calculated the structural similarity of the target and template as seen by the alignment to be evaluated. A similar approach was used to evaluate structure prediction results in the CASP meeting~Hubbard, 1999; Jones & Kleywegt, 1999!. Other automated algorithms for alignment evaluation and comparison are being developed~Fischer, 1999!, but at this point in time they are not widely available.
Two particular measures of protein structural similarity used here are CMO and RMSD after optimal superposition~Kabsch, 1978!. CMO, introduced previously~Godzik et al., 1993; Godzik, 1996 !, has several advantages over other measures, and in particular, it is insensitive to extending the alignment to include less similar regions. The most popular structure similarity measure, RMSD, is particularly susceptible to this problem. A detailed analysis and comparison of various structural similarity measures and structural alignments obtained with them was the subject of a separate paper~Godzik, 1996!. At this point, it is sufficient to say that the structural alignments based on contact map overlap are in most cases similar in terms of secondary structure elements assignment to the alignments optimizing either the C a distance matrix or RMSD. However, they may differ strongly on the level of single residues.
There are many cases when the discrepancy between alignment accuracy measured with RMSD and CMO has structural reasons. For instance, there are protein pairs with similar topology but with significant rearrangements of smaller building blocks. Typical examples are multidomain proteins that share the same topology, but have different domain arrangements~see Fig. 4 !. In such cases, the alignment having low RMSD and covering the entire sequences is impossible to build and the structural alignments based on RMSD optimization are much shorter than sequence alignments. A wellknown example of protein family with such structural features are calcium binding proteins~Pawlowski et al., 1996!. Such pairs of proteins are easily detected as they have large alignment RMSD values but satisfactory CMO values. For this reason, in our tests we used CMO value as the structural criterion of alignment correctness.
The overlap of two contact maps, as defined by the number of contacts between equivalenced residues in two proteins that are simultaneously present in both structures~Godzik et al., 1993!, is calculated by the following equation, where for the alignment between proteins A and B the summation is taken over all aligned pairs.
where the C ij A and C ij B are binary contact maps of a proteins A and B, respectively, C AB~i !, AB~j ! B is a contact map of a protein B, but numbered according to the alignment AB between proteins A and B. The normalization factor N C is equal to the number of contacts in the target protein.
As there is no ideal alignment accuracy measure, we decided to calculate the measures of accuracy for each method:
• SF0, the percent of the length of structural alignment correctly reproduced by a given alignment • RMSD, root-mean-square deviation of target and template C a atoms when assigned to each other according to the alignment • CMO, contact map overlap of target and template structures when assigned to each other according to the alignment.
In the Tables 1 and 2 , we presented the average values of these measures. It should be noted, however, that alignment accuracies are widely distributed for all the methods~see Figs. 1, 2!, and the average values can give only some general insight.
Structural alignments
Structural alignments were calculated using combinatorial extension CE algorithm~Shindyalov & Bourne, 1998!. The program source available from San Diego Supercomputer Center ftp sitẽ ftp:00ftp.sdsc.edu0pub0sdsc0biology0CE0src0! was downloaded and compiled on the Linux operating system. Default parameters of the CE algorithm were used. Protein structures were downloaded from Protein Data Bank~PDB!~http:00www.rcsb.org0pdb0!.
Sequence-sequence, profile-sequence, and profile-profile matching protocols
Simple mutation matrix based algorithm The simple mutation matrix algorithm is based on the local dynamic programming algorithm~Needleman & Wunsch, 1970; Smith & Waterman, 1981 !. The accuracy of sequence alignment method depends strongly on the quality of the mutation matrices used. The overall assessment of various matrices was published by Vogt et al.~1995!. These authors obtained most accurate alignments using gonnet_p mutation matrix. We used gonnet_p mutation matrix with optimal gap penalties identified in this paper.
PSI-Blast
Each target sequence from the benchmark pairs was used as the input for five PSI-BLAST iterations with E-value cutoff equal 0.001 on nonredundant database~NR!. The profile from the last iteration is saved and used in one iteration of PSI-BLAST on the PDB database clustered at 40% of sequence identity that contains the template~PSI-BLAST-C and -R options were applied!. The target-template alignment was taken from the PSI-BLAST output from that step.
FFAS
The detailed description of the FFAS method was published recently~Rychlewski et al., 2000!. Every target sequence from the benchmark was used as an input for five PSI-Blast iterations with E-value cutoff equal to 0.001 using a nonredundant database~NR!. All sequences which obtained E-value Ͻ0.001 in any iteration were included in the family profile. The resulting profiles of the target sequence and template sequence were aligned with local dynamic programming algorithm~Needleman & Wunsch, 1970; Smith & Waterman, 1981 !. The gap initiation penalty of 4.71, gap extension penalty 0.37, and comparison matrix zero level of Ϫ0.12 were applied that were identified as optimal for fold recognition sensitivity~Rychlewski et al., 2000!.
FFAS-R and other alignments with predefined length
It was shown in Vogt et al.~1995! that adding or subtracting a constant value from the amino acid mutation matrix causes the significant change of the alignment features. The average value or "zero level: of mutation matrix, together with two gap penalties introduction and extension! determines the alignment features, even that the latter two parameters usually receive more attention. Lower zero level of the mutation matrix yields more accurate but The average value of the alignment CMO and lower limit of the alignment CMO are approximated with linear functions~upper and lower line, respectively!. We used negative z-score values to show that similarity score is lower~better! than average value.
